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With a wide array of uniquely designed wholesale lighters in inventory, Social Light has long
established itself as a leading provider of butane lighter in the United States. Social Light's
philosophy is that lighters are not meant to be forgotten in the cupboards or the kitchen drawers, but
rather to be nicely exposed on the living room coffee table, the dining area or anywhere else where
they might be seen and admired. This philosophy is the force behind the stylish designs of all
butane lighters sold by Social Light.

Social Light is an American company specializing in offering styled butane lighters. All the lighter
collections feature a unique trend or design, which is guaranteed to please even the most difficult
and particular tastes. This is perhaps what makes them perfect as wholesale lighters; corporate
clients buy bulk orders to offer clients and employees, for example. Interested parties can find
Social Light lighters in selected Parmida Home Stores, in Connecticut, Missouri, Ohio, Tennessee
and Illinois. Whether you are looking to purchase a unique gift for a loved one or buy wholesale for
corporate gifts, you can be sure to find exactly what you are looking for with Social Light's inventory.

Social Light's lighters come in various forms; trendy, classy, modern, etc. The inventory offered
currently counts four unique collections to please all. The Oxford collection features a classic look
with leather and contrast stitching; the Versailles collection comes in a festive outfit, with sparkling
glass mosaic handles; the Geneva collection offers a sleek and modern look and the Manhattan
collection is decorated with no other than Swarovski crystals on a black handle.

In these years of eco-consciousness and with the increasing support for eco-friendly products, many
individuals are looking to minimize their carbon footprint and play a part in the preservation of our
planet. Social Light is hoping to do the same, which is why they are offering refillable butane
lighters. This allows customers to keep the lighter and simply refill with butane whenever empty,
instead of throwing out lighter after lighter and piling them onto our landfills. This is what makes
Social Light lighters different from all others; not only are they unique in style, but they are also a
great way for all users to do everything in their power to help preserve our planet and our
environment.

All in all, Social Light really knows how to make their vision work for their client; the stylish designs
combined with an eco-friendly product certainly are appealing for the masses. Whether you are
looking to buy as a gift for the Holidays or simply as a treat for yourself, Social Light lighters are an
ideal solution to decorate the home and provide a stylish way to light candles and evenings. Choose
between 4 unique designs to find your style and visit one of Social Light's retail location to place
your order or buy immediately.

For more information, please visit Social Lighters.
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Choose between 4 a unique designs to find your style and visit one of Social Lightâ€™s retail location to
place your order or buy immediately. For more information, please visit a www.SocialLighters.com.
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